Information trains. The technique and its uses in spike train and network analysis, with examples taken from the nucleus parabrachialis medialis during sleep-waking states.
We describe an analytical procedure for assessing functional interactions between neuronal spike trains based on the outcome of cross-correlation procedures. Subsets of a reference cell spike train in a two-train recording are extracted, based on their time-locked relationship to spikes in the dependent train. Such timing relationships comprise the significant primary structures in the cross-correlogram. Different subsets can be extracted for different primary structures in the same correlogram (i.e. a subset responsible for an interaction effect, a subset responsible for a shared input effect, etc.). These new spike trains represent an information transfer process across synapses. These 'information trains' may be compared and correlated to different cells of the network across different functional conditions such as sleep-waking states, and may also be subjected to conventional spike train analysis techniques such as rate histogram, auto-correlation and cross-correlation procedures. We illustrate the information train procedures with a network analysis of a set of cells recorded in the nucleus parabrachialis medialis during different sleep-waking states.